
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF SAME SEX

MARRIAGES BECAUSE MARRIAGE IS EVERYBODYS RIGHT

also argue that same-sex marriage is justified because it would not damage social institutions The proponents of the
"equal rights" argument in favor of same-sex Marriage DSSMs want to legitimize the right to marry persons of the same
sex. But . incestuous marriage legal would change everybody 's marital rights, no.

We challenge Team USA to justify why their moral framework should be granted the lofty status of 'moral
objectivity'. Forcing homosexuals into the lives of those who resist same-sex marriage, by disregarding
inculcated social, cultural and religious preferences, is a sure-fire way to force the fight for substantive
equality one step back. However, in that turbulent, focused period of civil rights struggles and its immediate
aftermath, our nation learned that social attitudes were positively affected by federal legislation. The staff of
Interfaith Alliance will now implement the primary purpose of this paper â€” facilitating civil dialogue among
numerous voices representing diverse perspectives in search of common ground. But, as everyone should
know, passion and reason are complementary. Considering this, it seems a non sequitur to argue that
homosexuals stay 'closeted' because of the legal losses they face. Much more important, we would argue, is
the social ridicule they face, and this social ridicule is likely to worsen if homosexual marriage is prematurely
legalized. Or at least try. Civil rights exist to assure equality under the law for everybody. While many faith
traditions have grappled with issues of equality, including same gender marriage, much of that work has been
viewed through a scriptural lens. Fathers, on the other hand, can sometimes be too strict to their children and
do not show enough care and love. When marriage is a civil, legal institution of the state, the citizenship has a
right to redefine marriage in accordance with established equality laws. Perhaps it would help to reiterate that
gay people are not confused about gender, they are just gay. When governments interfere in the private lives
of people, dictating who can marry who, individual freedoms are compromised with potentially dangerous
implications. We trust that this subtletly will not be mistranslated by Team USA. Her former husband has
more rights related to my friend than does her partner for nearly a quarter of a century. This argument
perfectly illustrates what I said before about communal apartments and collective farms: the author, I would
say, naively believes that, if one family decides to divorce, other families will be affected and thus do the
same. Even if most people were against gay marriage, which polls consistently show is not the case, majority
will is no justification for the exclusion of a minority. To confuse the civil institution of marriage with a
religious institution to be protected by the government is to seriously misunderstand marriage and its
relationship to government in the United States. Nowadays, the reality is that, as a result of numerous
divorces, lots of children are brought up by only one parent without benefiting from the other one in any way;
and introduction of same-sex marriages would neither improve, nor worsen that deplorable point of modern
life. As our positive case substantiates below, there exists reasonable disagreement as to whether or not
homosexuality is morally acceptable. But, if we look at the democracies of today, we see an ever-increasing
trend towards more and more checks to prevent the tyranny of the majority that the opposition supports. But
prescribe a medicine that will not make the headache go away, as the homophobic spirit of their own case
inadvertently exhibits. While it is true that many reputable studies have shown two-parent families tend to be
most beneficial, the gender of the parents has never been shown to matter. But that is nonsense! This makes it
more difficult to change the social paradigm that this difference is not bad.


